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3D SIMULATION OF RECONNECTION AT THE MAGNETOPAUSE
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CROSS-SCALE  RECONNECTION



SAME ( MAGNETOSPHERIC  
RECONNECTION ) MISSION



Mission Profile
Satellite profile�
1)Mother-satellite+12 small satellite�
2)Three set of small satellite.
3)Each set includes four small satellite, with separation at the scales of
1-5km(electron scale) , 100km (ion scale), and 10000km( Macro-scale),
with the option to adjust the macro-scale separation to even larger
scale.
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Color coded (a) magnetopause current density magnitude, (b) magnetic shear angle, and (c) asymmetric reconnection outflow
velocity along the BATS-R-US dayside magnetopause boundary, as seen in the yzGSM plane. Blank regions denote
magnetopause locations where xGSM<0. Each black circle obeys a local maximum condition, as determined by
the Lindeberg[1993, 1998] ridge-detection algorithm (see text for details). The collection of these points forms the X line location
for this configuration. The IMF and Earth's dipole tilt conditions used as input for this BATS-R-US run are (Bx,By,Bz) = (5.0,5.0,-
2.886) nT and ψ= 0°.
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OPEN  RESEARCH ISSUES  IN  MAGNETOSPHERIC 
RECONNECTION  ASSOCIATED WITH THIS FORUM

1. Magnetopause Currents for High and Low Solar Wind -
Plasma Beta values 

2. Role of boundary conditions for reconnection
associated with large-scale solar wind-magnetosheath 
and ionospheric electric fields

3. Role of interplanetary structures in magnetopause 
reconnection as a function of solar cycle phase

4. Magnetospheric reconnection during extreme  
geomagnetic activity





Current closure for moderate southward IMF (LFM global MHD code, Lopez 2016)



Current closure for large southward IMF with magnetosheath/Bow shock currents
closing as Region-1 current through the ionosphere (LFM global MHD code, Lopez 2016)
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Global Boundary Conditions for Magnetopause  Reconnection
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change in the magnetic field near Earth’s equator. Tsurutani
et al. [2003] suggested that the 1859 Carrington event would
have produced disturbances such thatDstwould have been
~!1760 nT. However, more careful analysis [Siscoe et al.,
2006] has suggested that an equilibrium solution of the
equation describing the solar wind forcing of the magneto-
spherewould lead toDst~!850 nT for theCarrington event.
This event of 1859 joins the annals of modern powerful
geomagnetic storms such as 4 August 1972 that have had se-
vere impacts on power grids, satellites, and communication
systems [Anderson et al., 1974].
[4] Since the regular provision of the Dst index begin in

1957, the largest measured geomagnetic storm had
Dst=!589 nT in March 1989 [Li et al., 2006]. The March
1989 event produced many space weather effects including
failure of the Hydro Quebec power system [NRC, 2008].
However, it is well known that even modest space weather
disturbances can have important impacts on the present-
day power grid [e.g., Forbes and St. Cyr, 2012] or on aircraft
operations and aircrew health [e.g., Getley et al., 2010]. An
important question posed by policy makers and operators
of space weather-susceptible technology systems is, How
severe can space storms become? A related question is,
How frequently do storms as severe as March 1989 or
September 1859 actually occur? Riley [2012] has recently
examined several types of severe space weather impacts
and estimated their probabilities of occurrence. His con-
clusion is that extreme events of the Carrington class have
an occurrence probability on the order of 10% per decade,
thus implying that Carrington storms are somewhat analo-
gous to the “100 year flood” kind of hazard scenario. Given
the most extreme space weather conditions, it then be-
comes an issue of how modern 21st century technologies
would fare during such severe storm events.
[5] In this paper, we examine a powerful solar storm that

occurred on 23 July 2012. Fortunately, for residents of our

planet, this solar storm was focused away from the Earth
and was measured most directly by NASA’s Solar
Terrestrial Relations Observatory (STEREO)-A spacecraft
[Kaiser et al., 2008]. STEREO-A measurements were able
to establish the timing and strength of the solar outputs
of the 23 July event. We have been able to use the
STEREO-A observations to perform an analysis of what
these solar wind drivers would have done had they actually
struck Earth. As demonstrated later in this paper, our
society narrowly averted—by a margin of perhaps a week
or so—a geomagnetic storm almost certainly as large as
the March 1989 event. Had the season and time of day for
this CME passage been right on striking the Earth, the
world would have witnessed a storm larger (possibly much
larger) than the 1859 Carrington event. This most likely
would have had devastating consequences for many
technological systems (see Ngwira C. M., et al., Simulation
of the 23 July 2012 extreme space weather event: What if
the extremely rare CME was Earth-directed?, submitted to
Geophysical Research Letters, 2013).

2. Solar and Solar Wind Observations
and Modeling
[6] Figure 1 shows a snapshot composite of imaging

data taken at ~0340 UT on 23 July 2012 from the Sun
Earth Connection Coronal and Heliospheric Investigation
(SECCHI) instrument on the STEREO-A (shown on the
right) and STEREO-B (shown on the left) spacecraft. At
the center of each “bull’s-eye” is a full solar disk 195 Å
image taken by each of the STEREO SECCHI EUVI
(Extreme Ultraviolet Imager) instruments. The next con-
centric ring outward for STEREO-A is the COR1 corona-
graph covering out to about four solar radii [see Howard
et al., 2008]; the outermost concentric region (rendered in
reddish hues) is the STEREO-A COR2 coronagraph

Figure 1. A nested set of images taken by STEREO-A (right) and B (left) spacecraft at ~0340
UT on 23 July 2012. The STEREO-A spacecraft was located at 121° ahead of Earth in its orbit
and STEREO-Bwas located at!115° behind Earth. The outer two concentric rings of the image
present coronagraph data showing a large, powerful CME event in progress. Images from
Helioviewer [Müller et al., 2009].
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STEREO A (right) and B (left) coronagraph images at about ±120 degrees 

July 23, 2012.






